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Belladonna
This person is red hot! Their heat radiates; with a high fever there is crimson redness. Often there is swelling and throbbing of affected or injured parts. Usually, the heat is concentrated in the head and torso and the feet and hands may be icy cold. The pupils may be dilated and a drugged expression may be evident, perhaps with hallucinations of wild animals or monsters. These fever terrors may be so intense that the child does not recognise the parent at whom it Stares with dilated pupils in fright. They may even try to escape from you! The state can come on very suddenly and is often triggered by being out in the cold and wet, or after having a haircut. Usually there is a marked lack of thirst or sweat.

Worse: 3 p.m. to midnight; sudden movement; light; touch; noise; lying down.
Better: Lying propped up; keeping still.
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